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REVIEW

By Jonathan Lee

LX
Stingray

Among the many things I 
enjoy about summertime boating is the sensa-
tion of  a refreshing breeze in your hair while 
underway. It’s hard to compare other activities 
to the prospect of  navigating a spacious body 
of  water on a perfectly sunny day in the com-
pany of  friends or family. Sitting at the helm 
after launching your boat – especially during 
the start of  long-weekend, makes you feel as 
if  a weight has been lifted off  your shoulders 
as you begin to unwind.

While there are many facets of  boating that 
people enjoy, one undeniable highlight is hav-
ing a watercraft that’s fun to drive. It could be 
how quickly the boat leaps onto plane, how 
fast it can cut across the lake or how maneu-
verable it is in turns. Boat size, hull style, over-

all weight, prop type, water conditions, wind 
and engine all play a role in how your vessel 
handles.

South Carolina-based Stingray Boats has 
been perfecting the on-water experience for 
boaters over the past 35 years. Recently, I had 
the opportunity to drive the company’s stern-
drive-powered 198LX Sport Deck, a bowrider 
measuring slightly less than 20 feet in overall 
length, but still delivering a lively, unforgetta-
ble ride. Delivering that ride was MerCruiser’s 
220hp 4.3L MPI I/O.

While overall outboard sales have out-
paced sterndrive in Canada, Stingray says the 
bulk of  its product line shipping to Canada 
is sterndrive powered in the 18 to 22 foot 
range. Currently, Canada represents approxi-

mately 20 percent of  Stingray’s overall sales 
and is its fastest growing market for new busi-
ness. Outboards sales, while accounting for 
a smaller portion of  the company’s business, 
are experiencing tremendous growth, espe-
cially in Alberta and British Columbia. Those 
interested in outboard power in this size range 
should check out Stingray’s 194LX, similar to 
the 198LX, but with a smaller sundeck.

Raising its game for 2014, Stingray now 
offers its models with full-colour gel-coats, 
which we found on our test model. A punchy 
red bottom and sporty sweeping side graphic 
tastefully complemented our boat’s jet-black 
side hull colour band. At first glance, the 198 
features a prominent and spacious rear sun 
pad, providing the perfect spot for bathing 
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suit-clad passengers to catch some rays.
Stepping aboard, those familiar with Stingray’s brand 

may notice a change in upholstery. In fact, the company 
has updated the upholstery on all of  its models, now offer-
ing a new stain-resistant vinyl by Syntec. Featuring what it 
calls Nano-Block Technology, the 198’s seats are surface 
conditioned and must first pass a cleaning test that involves 
marking them with less-than-forgiving Sharpie pens. Sting-
ray has also decided to offer the interior in an all-desert 
colour scheme, in addition to its traditional all-seashell 
white and desert/white designs. Although our test boat’s 
upholstery came in desert/white, I thought the all-desert 
finish was an especially good match for this model.

Besides the new upholstery and full-hull colour choices, 
Stingray has added several other new optional upgrades to 
the 198LX for 2014, including a larger stand-up Bimini top, 
an optional stainless steel package and a reading light.
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Bow and stern ladders allow swimmers to re-board the 198LX 
from either end of the boat.
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STINGRAY 198LX
Length: 19’ 9”
Beam: 7’ 10”
Weight: 2,662 lbs. (w/4.3L)
Draft (drive down): 32”  Draft (drive up): 18”
Fuel Capacity:  129L/34 gal. US
Deadrise: 19º
Passenger Cap: 9
Power (as tested): MerCruiser 4.3L A1 220hp
Max Power: 220hp
Price (base): $28,325 w/3.0L A1 135hp
Price (as tested): $32,000 (approx.)
w/cockpit/bow cover, tilt steering, digital depth finder, 
Bimini, bolster seats, snap-in carpet, ss pkg., sport deck

Quoted setup may not be exactly as depicted in photos. Prices 
are subject to currency fluctuations and do not include freight, 
PDI or additional optional equipment.

REVIEW BOAT PROVIDED BY
Legend Boats Barrie 
2375 Industrial Park Road
Innisfil, ON
L9S 3W1
Phone (705) 431-6992
Toll free (800) 459-8448
www.legendboats.com

2] A well-placed 32-qt. cooler is concealed 
under the first step leading up to the sun 
pad and swim platform. 

1] MerCruiser’s 220hp, 4.3L sterndrive 
pushes the 198LX up on plane quickly and 
enables it to achieve speeds approaching 
60mph.

3] Optional snap-in carpeting adds to the 
comfort of the interior and makes for easy 
cleaning later.

The 198’s cockpit measures 99-inch long by 
77-inch wide, with a 31-inch sidewall depth at 
the helm, sufficient space to comfortably seat 
six, although the boat has a listed max pas-
senger capacity of  nine people. The interior 
layout is fairly standard, with a driver and pas-
senger seat followed by a rear bench seat with 
starboard walkthrough to the swim platform. 
The bow has a pair of  smaller forward facing 
loungers that point towards the boat’s keel. An 
optional bow filler cushion can be added to 
close in the gap and provide even more space 
to stretch out up front. Each bow lounger is 
provided a grip to hang onto for added secu-
rity in rough water or at higher speeds.

At the foot of  the bow loungers is a pair of  
stainless-rimmed cup holders, two speakers and 
lift-up-lid 14-qt. built-in cooler where you can 
store food or drinks. Forward of  the cooler, 
on the bow is an anchor locker and telescoping 
ladder, allowing you to board from either end 
of  the boat. Up here you’ll also find an optional 
pressurized bow shower. Another shower can 
be added to the transom, both of  which are fed 
by the boat’s 23L/6 gal. US water tank.

In the cockpit, both the captain’s and pas-
senger side seats come with flip up bolsters – 
a wonderful feature for supporting the driver 
while docking or getting your head just above 
the windshield to feel the wind-induced rush 
mentioned earlier.

At the helm, a wrapped three-spoke stain-
less steel steering wheel tilts (optional) for 
drivers of  varying sizes. The instrumentation 
layout is very straightforward and easy to read 
– making the 198LX a less intimidating choice 

for newer boaters. Burl-finish back plates sit 
behind your five central white, backlit Faria 
gauges, rocker switches, stereo control and 
ignition. The optional digital depth finder is 
easy to read and well placed for quick ref-
erence (it’s available with a depth alarm as 
well). A 12-volt accessory plug is found here 
for charging your phone or other electronics. 
Circuit breakers are found below the rocker 
switches. 

To set the mood, the 198 is equipped with 
a Jensen Bluetooth stereo that pushes sound 
to four chrome-rimmed speakers – two in the 
bow and two in the cockpit. For even better 
audio, a Polk stereo upgrade is available. A 
compartment under the main console features 
a rubber seal and makes for a great spot to 
store your boat covers. Additional storage for 
gear such as lifejackets is found under the for-
ward bow seats.

On the passenger side, the fibreglass con-
sole contains a locking, flip-down compart-
ment, great for storing items you want to keep 
dry. Below that is another stotage tray covered 
by a large plastic white lid with a stainless lift 
and turn handle.

The optional grey snap-in carpet found on 
our test model can pop out for convenient 
cleaning after a full weekend of  cruising. The 
wide in-floor locker has its own gas spring to 
keep it open, which makes for easier service 
and maintenance. While not particularly deep, 
the in-floor locker is certainly large enough to 
accommodate water skis.

A stern rear-bench provides space for a cou-
ple of  passengers. Behind that, the swim plat-
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form allows someone to stretch out in the sun. 
A wide 15-inch walkthrough from the cockpit 
to the stern is found starboard of  the rear 
bench and swim platform, which saves boaters 
from having to wet or muck up their sun pad 
or seats as they walk between the interior and 
swim platform. The walkthrough also has a 
step that conceals a well-placed 32-qt. cooler, 
perfect for passengers looking for a sneak little 
refreshment without the captain’s knowledge.

Swimmers will appreciate the amount of  
space on the swim platform, which features a 
telescoping ladder neatly hidden under a flip-
up panel. There is also pair of  thoughtful cup 
holders back here. If  you opt for the transom 
shower, it makes cleaning up convenient before 
entering the boat. A ski tow eye built into the 
center of  the transom is rated for 300 pounds.

Other options boaters will likely want to 
include their boats include stainless steel 
docking lights; LCD bow and transom stereo 
remotes for changing songs without having to 
return to the helm; and a stainless steel pack-
age, which we had on our test model (cup 
holders, rub rail, speakers and windshield vent 
covers).

Taking the wheel of  the 198LX is a real 
pleasure. Still within that size range that delivers 
spirited maneuverability, the 198LX pulls tight 
turns, leaps on plane quickly (about two-and-
a-half  seconds with two people and a full fuel 
tank) and quickly accelerates to a top speed of  
up approximately 57 mph according to GPS. 
Even at top speed, the ride was noticeably 
smooth and quiet. All of  that was delivered by 
the top-rated 4.3L MerCruiser engine tucked 

beneath the aft bench and swim platform. 
Our 4.3L was turning a single prop, available 
in aluminum or stainless steel in an assort-
ment of  pitches from Stingray. At cruise speed, 
the boat delivers a fuel efficiency of  around 
5.6 mpg, meaning the 198LX’s 34-gallon fuel 
tank should provide you whole day’s worth 
of  fun on the water. Boaters who opt for the 
base 3.0L engine can save a few thousand dol-
lars and expect a top speed somewhere in the 
mid 40-mph range. However, for the modest 
increase in price, the power delivered by 4.3L is 
a huge part of  what makes this boat so special.

Stingray provides a three-year hull blister 
plan on the 198LX, guarding against cosmetic 
issues that may arise. It also provides a struc-
tural five-year hull protection plan.

Not only does the 198LX deliver a thor-
oughly enjoyable ride, it does so with style. 
Stingray certainly hasn’t been complacent this 
year, improving both the interior and exterior 
of  the boat, while still keeping the price tag of  
the package well within reason. Boaters seek-
ing an affordable, towable boat package with 
plenty of  power for towing skiers or tubers 
should make plans with their local dealer to 
inspect this model in person. 

BALA COVE MARINA
Bala, Ontario • 705-762-1553

balacovemarina.com

HALIBURTON OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT
Haliburton, Ontario • 705-754-9262

haliburtonoutdoorequipment.ca

JACQUES POIRIER ET FILS LTÉE
Gatineau, Quebec • 819-986-8794

poiriermarine.com

LEISURE MARINE WAREHOUSE
Woodbridge, Ontario • 905-851-3903

leisuremarine.com

MAKIN’ WAVES
Bancroft, Ontario • 613-332-3777

makinwavesmarine.com

MARINA LE MERRY CLUB
Magog, Quebec • 819-843-2728

lemerryclub.com

MARINE ONE SALES & SERVICE
Langley, British Columbia • 604-514-0460

marineone.ca

MERCURY SERVICE LTD
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan • 306-693-4804

mercuryservice.ca

MOBILE MARINE SERVICES
Grimsby, Ontario • 905-730-4722

stingrayboats.com/l3m4e8

NORTH COUNTRY MARINE
Kingston Inverary, Ontario • 613-353-1577

northcountrymarine.ca

PIRATE COVE MARINA
Kemptville, Ontario • 613-258-2325

piratecovemarina.com

PRO PERFORMANCE GPL INC
Boischatel, Quebec • 418-822-3838

properformance.ca

PROLINE MOTORSPORTS
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan • 306-978-7881

prolinemotorsports.ca

RIVERSIDE MARINE
St. Albert, Alberta • 780-590-7272

riversidewatersport.com

SEAMASTERS SERVICES LIMITED
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia • 902-468-2029

seamasters.ca

SEAMASTERS SERVICES LIMITED
Saint John, New Brunswick • 506-633-0070

seamasters.ca

STURGEON WOODS RV & MARINE
Leamington, Ontario • 877-521-4990

sturgeonwoods.com

SUNSHINE HOUSEBOAT VACATIONS LTD
Cranbrook, British Columbia • 877-489-2610

sunshinehouseboats.com

WEST HAWK MARINE LTD
West Hawk Lake, Manitoba • 204-349-2239

westhawkmarine.com

4] A pair of cup holders serve passengers 
on either the sun pad or swim platform. 
Add the optional pressurized stern shower 
for quick cleanups or the transom stereo 
remote for track-changing convenience. 
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